New Tool Storage System for
Mazda’s Largest Dealership
John Newell Mazda’s new facility in Alexandria, located near the Sydney CBD has been named Asia Pacific’s
largest Mazda dealership. It’s impressive 1200m2 automotive workshop will service thousands of Mazda owners
every year, so choosing a tool storage system that was organised, efficient and productive was a top priority....
From the moment you enter the glass
sliding doors to the expansive showroom
and then onto the lavish customer lounge, its
easy to understand why John Newall Mazda
has been dubbed Sydney’s most fashionable
and convenient automotive centre.
But beyond the complimentary
wifi, frothy cappuccinos and friendly
customer service, lies the beating heart
to the dealership’s success. A world class
1200m2, state of the art workshop facility,
boasting the latest diagnostic equipment

and Mazda factory trained experts. Every
aspect of this new dealership facility reflects
professionalism and the new standard for
Australia’s automotive industry.
Repair and maintenance turn around
time is a key element to achieving a superior
customer service experience. Efficient and
organised tool storage plays an integral part
to this outcome, so Boscotek high density
industrial drawer storage cabinets were
selected to compliment the modern 25 bay
automotive workshop facility.

Sydney’s most fashionable and
convenient automotive centre.

Each service bay area needed to
respond to all types of automotive repair and
maintenance so 25 mobile drawer storage
cabinets were selected from the Australian
manufactured Boscotek range. This system
allowed for workshop workbench integration,
meaning surrounding areas remained clear
and free from obstruction whilst maintaining
the neat and clean appearance of the Mazda
workshop.
25 roll cabs positioned at each hydraulic
hoist bay provided each technician with
a secure, efficient and heavy duty drawer
storage solution, storing everything from
hand tools to hardware.
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Each mobile drawer storage cabinet
provided each technician with a secure,
efficient and heavy duty drawer storage
solution, storing everything from hand
tools to hardware.

Each cabinet was equipped with nonmarking polyurethane castors, aluminium
grip handles and a stainless steel tray top
with rubber matting which provided an
additional work surface.

combination of plastic removable bin sets,
aluminium dividers and steel partitions
allowing for clearly visible, compact and
efficient storage of tools and hardware items
that can be identified and retrieved quickly,
greatly improving productivity.

Being mobile allows each technician to
individually position their drawer storage
cabinet to the most efficient location within
the workshop and then easily return the
cabinet back to it’s home position at the end
of the working day.

The management and technicians at
John Newell Mazda are extremely satisfied
with the integration and performance of the
Boscotek Drawer System within their fast
paced automotive environment.

Within each drawer, organised storage
compartments were achieved with a

Contact Boscotek for your next workshop
storage installation or upgrade.
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